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		Staying in the Game: Leading and Learning with Agility for a Dynamic Future

New Award-Winning Leadership Agility Book by Pamela Meyer Shares Lessons from the Slopes to the Boardroom and Beyond

 

[image: Staying in the Game book cover]

What if an 82-year-old amateur ski racer held the secret to agile leadership success?

Staying in the Game: Leading and Learning with Agility for a Dynamic Future is the transformative new book by agile innovation expert Pamela Meyer, Ph.D., known for her acclaimed work, The Agility Shift.

Discover the secrets of some of the world’s most agile and engaged leaders.

Meyer presents a fresh approach to leadership that extends beyond traditional leadership roles. It equips leaders at all levels with the mindset and strategies needed to sustain their success in today’s fast-paced, ever-changing world.
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Praise for Staying in the Game

 

“Staying in the Game is the guide every leader needs to grow, learn, lead, and thrive in today’s dynamic environment.”

—Melissa Davis, VP of Talent Management, Seagen

“Staying in the Game is a revelation for the future of work and leadership.”

–Jeanette Johnson, Chief People Officer, Surepoint Technologies

“A must-read for anyone who wants to continue to thrive and make an impact, whether on the slopes or in the boardroom.”

—Bill Madsen, Director of NASTAR at Outside, Mayor of Snowmass Village, Colorado

Available on Amazon or through your favorite bookseller!

Learn More



Tell Us About Your Agility Capability Needs 



Start The Self-Guided Leadership Agility Development Journey!

[image: Relational Web]

Created in response to overwhelming demand, you can now start your Leadership Agility Development Journey anytime, anywhere, and at your own pace.

	Grow your leadership agility competence, capacity, and confidence at your own pace, on your own time.
	Enjoy high-engagement, high-content micro-learning segments with lessons you can immediately apply.
	Take the new Agility Shift Inventory™ for Leaders and receive personalized recommendations based on your leadership agility strengths and areas of opportunity.
	Learn how to improve the value you deliver with improved agility.
	Discover new ideas to take to your team to inspire team agility.


By registering you will enjoy unlimited access for a full year to content designed to complement the best practices described in Pamela Meyer’s game-changing book, The Agility Shift.

Learn More and Register!



Discover The Agility Shift

[image: Pamela Meyer Announces The Agility Shift]The Agility Shift, Pamela Meyer’s popular book, shows business leaders how to make the radical mindset and strategy shift necessary to create an agile, entrepreneurial organization that can innovate and thrive in complex, ever-changing contexts.

Not only will you learn how organizations are thriving in the midst of uncertainty and change through inspiring examples, but you will also discover ideas you can use right away to start making your own agility shift.

In addition, you will discover:

	The six dynamics of the agility shift to boost performance and engagement
	How to improve your capacity to respond to the unexpected and unplanned using available resources
	Specific agility practices for leaders, teams, and your entire organization
	How becoming more agile will improve your bottom line and sustain your success


More About The Agility Shift



Pamela Meyer’s Leadership Agility Events

Below are links to Pamela’s recent podcast and webinar appearances, where you can get a taste of her fresh perspectives and latest research on leadership agility.

The Greatness Podcast 

[image: The Greatness Podcast logo]Pamela Meyer joins host and agile leader Gretchen Gagel on The Greatness Podcast to discuss her new book and explore some compelling questions: What keeps us in the game – be it life or work? We all know leaders who continue to be curious and “in the game” throughout their lives, but what drives that ongoing curiosity? Listen in to discover what sets the world’s most agile leaders apart from those who retreat to their comfort zone at the first chance. You can listen here or wherever you get your podcasts.
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Agile in Action Podcast

Listen to Pamela Meyer talk with Bill Raymond about some of the new agile leadership lessons she learned while researching her latest book, Staying in the Game: Leading and Learning With Agility for a Dynamic Future. You can listen here or wherever you get your podcasts.

 



Agile Meets Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion: Part 1 [Free Webinar hosted by ScrumAlliance.org]. Join Pamela Meyer and leading experts in Agile frameworks and Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion (DEI) as they explore how the foundational pillars of Scrum can be applied to improve DEI. You can preview the conversation in Pamela’s blog post.

Agile Meets Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion: Part 2 [Free Webinar hosted by ScrumAlliance.org]. In Part 2 of this webinar series, Pamela Meyer and leading experts in Agile frameworks and Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion (DEI) explore how the five values of Scrum can be applied to improve DEI.



			

	
	
		
		
			


			
			
		
		
	


	
							[image: ]Pamela Meyer, PhD is a premier Innovation Catalyst for business leaders who recognize they urgently need to shift their way of thinking and doing business to sustain their relevance and competitiveness in a rapidly changing market.

About Pamela Meyer



		Testimonials



		Pamela Meyer was the perfect opening speaker for our client conference. She inspired our participants to be more agile and innovative, and energized them to take fresh ideas back to their organizations.

			Alice Harkin , VP Client Executive GroupSaba Software

	



		Each time Pamela Meyer speaks at Chicago SHRM she rocks the house!  Her dynamic approach to innovation, agility, and organizational effectiveness really hits a chord with our members as these are challenges that many Human Resources professionals are trying to solve within their own organizations.  We can’t wait to have her back to share her latest ideas and approaches and bring her new book!

			Paul Salasky, Past President, Chicago SHRM (Society of Human Resource Management)

	



		Pamela Meyer has forever changed the way I approach collaboration. How could I have known that in the process of engaging Pamela to help develop a department of 30+ staff members so that they could be more agile, innovative and collaborative, that years later I would continue to use the lessons not only in my professional life, but as a mother of 3, as well. Whether the work-place or play-ground, Pamela’s wisdom works!

			Cara Kranz, Deputy Chief of Staff, Chicago Board of Education

	



		Pamela Meyer’s innovative ideas and our collaboration with her over the last few years have helped Mightybytes better align our team and identify new growth opportunities.

			Tim Frick, Founder and CEO, Mightybytes

	



		Thank you for your stellar presentation . . . It was indeed a grand finale session! You were a great success, and participants were sent on their way with renewed enthusiasm.

			Mary Elsesser, Virginia Economic Developers Association

	



		Thank you for being our closing keynote speaker! Your insights really spoke to our conference theme of engage, inspire and innovate. You really hit it out of the ballpark and for that we are truly grateful!

			Kristy Doak, CMP, CTA,  Michigan Library Association

	



		Pamela facilitated what turned out to be my favorite — and I’d say the best — leadership retreat of my 30+ year non-profit career.

She brought wit and wisdom, and fun and focus, to a very diverse group of executives. We aligned around mission. We identified opportunities for growth and advancement. We dove deep on a few game changers. And we left energized to do more for our clients, and to do it better.

			 Mark Ishaug, CEO, Thresholds

	



		DON’T MISS IT! Meyer’s energizing Staying in the Game program inspired our team to reflect and build on our strengths and lead and learn with agility in a constantly changing landscape.
–Leticia Ransom


			Director of HRValerio Dewalt Train

	





        

    			Newsletter
Fill out the form below and join our newsletter to receive valuable documents, insightful articles, latest news and event notifications.
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	First Name
	Last Name
	

        Sorry. You must have JavaScript enabled to fill out this form.



        
        

Please complete the reCAPTCHA below to join our email list.
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						Contact Us to invite Pamela Meyer to speak at your next event or consult with your organization.
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